
beverage industry.
Yale® solutions for the 



challenges
of the beverage industry.

Overcoming the

As the beverage industry 
increases its global footprint, 
Yale materials handling 
provides reliable solutions 
throughout the world with 
global coverage through local 
service support, adaptable 
service contracts, a diverse 
range of ICE and electric truck 
ranges, short and long term 
rental and telematics making 
your forklift truck operation run 
smoothly and efficiently.

Yale provides a range of trucks  
and attachments particularly suited  
for the beverage industry.

Solutions suited to the beverage industry

Tall loads such as palletised crated bottles impair the driver’s 
visibility and driving in reverse for long periods effects operator 
productivity. Yale trucks come with high operator cabs on electric 
2.2t to 3.5t counterbalance trucks, raised by 350mm on standard 
and side battery extraction (SBE) chassis or 450mm on standard 
chassis only. High operator cabs are raised by 500mm on 2.5 to 
5.5t internal combustion engine (ICE) trucks. A 15° swivel seat and 
rear grab handle with horn button, helps reduces operator fatigue, 
increasing productivity.

Raised cab for improved visibility.



Benefits include;

•  Low grease requirement, clean load, clean environment,  
long wear life

•  Fast fork mounting/demounting and fork positioning  
– easy in  use

• Fast rotation speed with high torque
• Only encapsulated guide system on the market
• Precision machined hardened chromed shafts
•  High performance bushings for smooth running and no sagging 

of the outer forks leads to safer transport of loads
•  Fully adjustable flow rates through the Yale dashboard, complete 

match of truck and attachment for optimum performance
•  Flexible use due to interchangeable class II and class III  

mounting options for short term and fleet rental
• Profile design gives unique module concept with high flexibility
• Built for heavy duty applications
• Excellent operational speed
• Torsion resistant steel profiles

•  Fast fork mounting / demounting and fork positioning  
– easy use

•  Open center and minimized overall dimensions  
– optimum visibility

•  Fast rotation speed with high torque – high work efficiency
•  Easy and low maintenance requirement – lowest life cycle cost
•  Reliable and robust
•  Various fields of use – highly flexible
•  Various options available

The MP16-22 Pedestrian  
Powered Pallet truck

Designed to help you maximise the 
productivity of your operation. Working 
effortlessly and efficiently even in the 
smallest spaces, the MP16-22 is designed 
around the needs of the operator and 
offers intelligent ergonomics and unrivalled 
manoeuvrability. 

Meyer® Multi Pallet Handling attachment.

Factory fit options with two year or  
4000 hour warranty.

Environmental challenges

At Yale we are conscious  
of the ever-increasing 
beverage industry 
environmental challenges.  
So bearing this in mind, our 
trucks can be fitted with:

•  Mud flaps to protect 
attachments from road 
debris, increasing service life

•  Overhead guard provides the 
truck operator with protection 
from falling bottles

•  Automatic speed reduction 
from outside to inside, no 
requirement for any auxiliary 
equipment to be fitted on site

Features designed for those 
working in the beverage 
industry environment

Driving in dark areas, under 
mezzanines or inside trailers 
can be hazardous for the truck 
operator as well as others 
working in and around the site. 
Yale provide trucks with:

•  Mast mounted LED lights  
to reduce mast shadow  
from work lights

•  LED Pedestrian  
Awareness Lights

Power options

Truck energy consumption can be an issue for electric trucks 
creating a need for charging rooms or stations that take up 
valuable storage space and truck availability whilst trucks are on 
charge and battery maintenance can be costly. 

Yale provides alternative truck power  
solutions that can be used on-site including;

•  Diesel and LPG powered trucks,  
•    Fully integrated lithium ion batteries,  

eliminating battery change rooms
•  Using Li-ion also reduces the site  

carbon footprint as energy is saved

Red zoning lights allow employers to 
indicate the required distance pedestrians 
should stand away from the truck.

Bolzoni® Rotator Attachment.
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Materials handling for:

Yale is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of high-quality 
counterbalance forklift trucks, warehouse equipment and fleet solutions.  
‘People, products and productivity’ sums up our approach to the materials 
handling business. With over 140 years’ experience, we are proud of our 
reputation as an innovative, forward-thinking manufacturer. 

Yale dealerships provide flexible truck servicing solutions and are linked  
to one of the industry’s most sophisticated parts distribution operations.  
You’ll find support for Yale forklifts throughout the EMEA region – provided  
by a big regional footprint stretching through Europe, Middle East and Africa. 
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